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SUMMARY 
High temperature (HT) stress may be a major environmental stress that limits plant growth, metabolism, 

and productivity worldwide. Inflated temperatures caused by heating threaten agricultural production, as hotter 

conditions will inhibit plant growth and development or perhaps destroy crops in extreme circumstances. Plant 

growth and development involve varied organic chemistry reactions that area unit sensitive to temperature. Plant 

responses to HT vary with the degree and length of HT and also the plant kind. in depth analysis over the past 

many decades has discovered that chloroplasts, the photosynthetic  organelles of plants, area unit sensitive to heat 

stress, that affects a spread of photosynthetic  processes and molecular mechanism of plants. Plant survival below 

HT stress depends on the flexibility to understand the HT stimulant, generate and transmit the signal, and initiate 

acceptable physiological and organic chemistry changes. HT-induced organic phenomenon and matter synthesis 

additionally well improve tolerance. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

All the living organisms, either plants or animals, area unit custom-made to grow among a slim vary of 

temperature limits. Temperatures among the vary influence metabolism by its result on chemical reactions, that 

area unit catalyzed by enzymes. Inflated temperatures because of temperature change because a severe threat to 

crop yields worldwide. A small increase in temperature even for a brief length, could have an effect on the 

physiological and organic chemistry processes of plants. At very heat on the far side the limit of survival life is 

destroyed by losing management on chemical reactions, proteins endure denaturation together with physical 

changes harmful to the organism. Generally, heat stress is commonly outlined because the rise in temperature on 

the far side an intensity for an amount of your time enough to cause irreversible harm to plant growth and 

development. For this purpose, however, a radical understanding of physiological responses of plants to heat, 

mechanisms of warmth tolerance and potential ways for rising crop thermotolerance is imperative. Heat stress 

affects plant growth throughout its growing, although heat-threshold level varies significantly at totally different 

biological process stages. For example, throughout seed germination, heat could impede or wholly inhibit 

germination, reckoning on plant species and also the intensity of the strain. At later stages, heat could adversely 

have an effect on chemical process, respiration, water relations and membrane stability, and additionally modulate 

levels of hormones and first and secondary metabolites.  

 There are a unit usually 3 main temperature points of plant growth. These see the least, optimal, and most 

temperature. 

 Vegetative Phase- 250C and 60-70% humidity (wetness). 

 Flowering stage- 28 0C and 40-50% humidity (wetness). 

 The organic chemistry method for growth depends on temperatures being unbroken among ideal vary for 

chemical process to occur at best rates. If temperatures area unit higher than o below this vary, the metabolic and 

organic chemistry method can impede, ultimately down the development of crop. Different issue additionally 

have an effect on the expansion issue like lightweight, water, temperature and nutrition. 

 

Effect of Heat stress on Photosynthesis/chemical process  

It is well-known that chemical process is very sensitive to high temperatures and warmth harm ends up in 

cellular energy imbalance. This can be chiefly mirrored within the distinct alteration to the oxidation-reduction 

state associated with the injury of thylakoid membranes. At high temperatures, the chemistry reactions within the 

thylakoid lamellae and carbon metabolism within the stroma of chloroplasts area unit most affected.  Heat stress 

causes disruption of thylakoid membranes, thereby inhibiting the activities of membrane-associated lepton carriers 

and enzymes, reducing the speed of chemical process. Specifically, photosystem II (PSII) activity is greatly 

reduced or perhaps stops below HS as a result of PSII complicated is that the most heat-intolerant. Additionally, 

HS influences plastid structure and also the thermal stability of parts of the photosynthetic system, reducing 

ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) activity, amounts of photosynthetic  pigments, and 

also the carbon fixation capability. These factors contribute considerably to the reduction of photosynthetic 
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potency below HS. Therefore, a basic understanding of the response of photosynthetic physiology is useful to 

review the thermo stability of plants and also the adverse effects of warming on crop yield. Effect of different 

Physiological Responses on Heat stress 

Plant water standing is mostly erratic underneath dynamical temperatures. Heat stress causes dehydration and 

affects plant growth and development. Water potential and relative water content ar considerably small upon 

exposure to HS, reducing chemical process productivity. However, underneath transient or delicate HS, plants 

regulate the speed of respiration and transpiration to balance water loss and warmth dissipation. the amount of 

soluble sugars and proteins also are altered throughout HS to control pressure inside the cell. Finally, HS reduces 

the yield of cultivated crops, as well as cereals, legumes, and oil crops. 

 

Molecular aspect of heat stress 
Plants are capable of adapting to a large vary of temperatures by reprogramming their transcriptome, 

proteome, and metabolome and even by activating death mechanisms resulting in organ abortion or entire plant 

death. The power to face up to or to adjust to on top of optimum temperatures results from repair of heat-sensitive 

parts and bar of additional heat injury, metabolic equilibrium being conjointly maintained throughout stress. The 

foremost necessary characteristic of thermotolerance is that the huge production of HSPs, however, as heat 

tolerance may be a multigenic character, various organic chemistry and metabolic traits also are concerned within 

the development and maintenance of thermotolerance: inhibitor activity, membrane lipoid unsaturation, organic 

phenomenon and translation, macromolecule stability, and accumulation of compatible solutes. Yet, plant 

responses to high temperatures clearly depend upon constitution parameters, as bound genotypes are a lot of 

tolerant. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 High temperature has become one in all the foremost necessary restrictions to plant growth and development, 

significantly influencing the chemical process capability of plants. Intensive studies on the responses and 

adaptation of crops to high temperatures have expanded our understanding of thermal stress responses in these 

organisms. Plastid heat stress responses are so essential to reducing harm and increasing survival rates for plants 

underneath high temperatures. Underneath heat stress, varied genes and proteins ar evoked and controlled to guard 

the conventional perform of plastid and improve the warmth tolerance of plants. Plants have evolved complicated 

signal pathways to sense and reply to heat stress. The interrelationship between chloroplasts and also the nucleus, 

termed retrograde signal, underneath heat stress has received abundant attention in recent years.  
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